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water works

This couple it taking advantage of the) cool take on a hoi
summer's day. They are splashing about off the beach

at Vormillion Lagoons on the shores of Lake Erie.
(Newsphoto by Gordon K Fischer)

Workshop sounds "horn against rape"
By Mary /nrllu
Staff Reporter
A loud, piercing horn opened a
workshop on rape Saturday in Toledo
Clarence J Walker. Jr . a coordinator
of the program, called it the "horn
against rape."
"Rape is the fastest increasing
crime of violence," Walker said "Last
year 40.000 rape cases were reported
across the nation. The FBI (Federal
Bureau of Investigation! estimated
that they represented only 10 per cent
of the total cases "
The workshop. "A Brown Bag
Discussion on Rape," was sponsored
by the Criminal Justice Training and
Education Center of Toledo. Films,
speakers and a panel discussed
methods and training for the
prevention of rape.
The panel consisted of five people
ranging from a National Organization
of Women (NOWI member to a clinic
director Each person discussed what
organizations are doing in dealirit with
rapes
Charlene Cassel. clinical director for
the Court Diagnostic and Treatment
Center, said the clinic's primary goal
is to prevent rape through the
treatment of the offender
"The offender gets caught in a kind
of a revolving door." she said. "He is
involved in a crime, goes to jail, gets
out and then usually commits another
crime. Our job is to intervene and stop
him before he repeats his acts."

She said the clinic takes a broad view
of "treatment" in dealing with the
offender
"Treatment can range from getting
a job for the offender to the traditional
group psychotherapy." she explained
Another panelist, ('oral Schmidt,
represented NOW and its philosophy on
rape "Our policy is directed to
changing laws concerning rape."
Schmidt said although she catuirt
speak for every person, as a NOW
member she can speak for the changes
needed. She cited such changes as:
-that a woman not be asked to take
a polygraph test to prove that she was
raped.
—the woman's past sex life not be
reported in court
Schmidt said that many th hgs done
to rape victims are humiliating, while
offender's rights are protected
"The rape victim should rot ue made
to feel that she s guilty." she said
"She is the victim, not the accused '
She adrfojLJhat on" ••' ''^f mgs NOW
is interested in is "getting rid of the
myths" about rape
Samuel Mihailoff, a Toledo Police
sergeant, was also a panelist. He said
that there's "no good way" to
investigate the crime of rape or any
sex assault
"Rapes are a different ballgame."
he said. "The investigatror has to deal
with an unfortunate situation and has
to begin the investigation with the
victim."
He said that police are involved with

Holidays are workdays
with fewer employees
The University is planning a reduced
operating schedule of University
employees on holidays this year,
according to Walter Montenegro,
personnel administrator
Montenegro said the reduced
schedule will probably be used by all
departments in the University Each
department will decided how much of a
reduction it can make and still function
adequately.
The purpose of the reduced number
of employees working on holidays, said
Montenegro, is to cut University costs
but keep school in session.
"We're talking budgets and we've
got to live with them and within
them." Montenegro commented.
Last Memorial Day was the first
time classes were scheduled for that
holiday in years, said Montenegro. He
said this was necessary since the
academic quarter was short of the
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Partly nuy today, high In the
low M's. Increasing cloudiness
toalght. Ugh in the upper M's.
Chaoce of showers tonight,
eealiaulng Into tomorrow. Hlgk
tomorrow la the mid M's.

state law requiring classes to meet ten
complete weeks.
The new operational policy will allow
the University to comply with a new
Ohio law calling for equalized pay of
civil service and civilian employees,
said Montenegro.
All employees of the University, fulltime and part-time, will receive
holiday pay according to the hours they
are scheduled to work whether they
work or not. Montenegro said.
Employees will receive an additional
time-and-one-half if they are working.
Employees earning $5.12 or more per
hour and working on a holiday are
granted compensatory time off at
time-and-one-half pay in addition to the
holiday pay. said Montenegro
The University already has its
budget, said Montenegro, and "that
budget will be followed and will not
affect the students this year."
Montenegro said most departments
could function for one-day holidays
with a reduced staff. The reduction
decision within departments would be
a matter of "common sense" and in
the interest of the employees, he
added. No University facility would be
completely closed if it is usually used
by the students. Montenegro stated.
The holidays which the operational
reduction policy will affect are
Memorial Day. Columbus Day and
Veterans Day. Montenegro said the
reductions should have no effect on
class business.
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Center opens today,
offers career help
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Bowling Groan, Ohio

two kinds of victims the one telling
the total truth .mil the one telling the
half truth
Mihailoft said that there an
kinds ol rapes, ranging from
individual stranger rape to
boyfriend girlfriend rape

M
the
the

Even a prostitute can he raped he
added "Wa rtoognttf that and we
attempt to check the validity of her
statement and give her her rights in
court "
Panelist
Carol
Dunn,
clinic
coordinator of Toledo Medical Services
(TMSl. said the clinic established an
abortion clinic in Toledo so Women can
receive quality medical care after
deciding to have an abortion
We do come in contact with rape
victims," she said
Pregnancy does
occur from rape and we feel there here
additional help is needed."
Dunn said that physicians do not
seem to be empathetic at all to rape
victims.
"The medical aspect of rape leaves a
great deal to be desrired in Toledo."
she said "This is where we want to put
pressure."

Jennifer Karmol. a member of
Toledo United Against Rape (TUARl,
laid that TTJAR plans to take a year
and study the Toledo area and educate
themselves and the community about
rape
Karmol said there ;ire six steps to
rape
the rape Itaelf, the police
interview, the hospital examination.
in detective Interview, meeting with
vi. i pi o»e< uti i before UM rtrial, and
the court day involving the trial.

A special reception this afternoon
will mark the opening of the new
University-sponsored
Center
for
Continued Learning
The center, located at 194 S. Main
St.. will open to the public Friday
Hours are 10am -5 p.m. weekdays
Dr Annette B Johnson, coordinator
of women's programs at the University
and director of the center, said the
center has been established to help
Bowling Green and nearby community
residents who wish to explore
educational
and
vocational
opportunities or opportunities for
community involvement
"The Task Force on Women's
Programs determined there is a need
for a center at which adults not
associated with the University could
come for information about the
University, other learning institutions,
career advisement and guidance, as
well as for continuing education for
credit or non-credit courses at the
University or in their homes or at a
technical school." Dr Johnson said
The task force, comprised of 20
women from the community and the
University, investigated the needs of
adults not enrolled in traditional
university degree programs, she
explained.
In addition to offering educational
advisement, the center will offer
individual
career
couseling.
Counseling is available by appointment
with the life-planning counselor and by
referral to the University Counseling
Center and Psychological Services, Dr
Johnson said
The center will also house a library
containing information not generally
available on the status of women, she
said The library will contain books on
women,
female
roles,
and
perspectives, periodicals, brochures
and printed material on careers, je.lfdiscovery. education, women's studies

The Rape Crisis Center will begin a
training period for its volunteers
within the next few weeks The
program will involve instructing the
volunteers how to deal with a phone
call from a rape victim or when faceto-face with her
"During the training we will try to
get across the meaning of rape and
what can comply and what cannot,"
said a spokesperson for the center
She said there would be role-playing
period where one person will play a
rape victim and another person an
advisor
"They will pretend it is an actual
case, while the other volunteers watch
and listen." she added. "Then those
watching can say if they felt something
wrong was said or give points on things
that could have been done.''
A screening test will be given to each
volunteer, she continued This is
because not every person who wants to
help would handle the situation when it
actually occurred, she explained
Three committees, legal, publicity
and hospital, were also established by
the center to deal with the different
aspects of rape
THE LEGAL committee will work
with the policies of the law and police
on rape victims, the spokesperson
said. She added that if a law or
procedure should be changed 'hat this
committee, together with the police,
will attempt to change it
Getting information from other rape
centers, psponsoring speakers, and
handing out pamphlets will be the job
of the publicity committee, she
continued.
"The hospital committee will visit
all the health facilities and find out
how they handle rape victims." the
spokesperson stated.

She said women make choices based
on a very limited perspective.
In conjunction with the noon lecture
series, a weekly radio program will be
broadcast on WBGU-FM. It also will
be entitled. "What Can a Woman Do?"
The center also will assist in the
formation of special interest groups,
according to Dr. Johnson, as well as
offer life-planning workshops designed
to help participants examine
alternatives for entering or re-entering
the job market.
Coordinated non-credit courses in
areas including changing roles,
feminine arts, self-awareness and selfdevelopment, study skills for returning
sutudents and paraprofesslonal
advancement
training are being
developed by the center, she said.

Expanded medical coverage
increases rates for students
By Lorraine Jameson
The expanded Blue Cross, Blue
Shield and Major Medical benefits will
result in higher rates for students,
according to Dr Richard Kakin, vicepTOVOSt for student affairs
I became concerned about the
nature of our coverage during the last

academic year, especially Blue
Shield," Dr Eakin said "1 spoke with
the Blue Shield representative, and we
worked out an expanded plan
Dr. Eakin said a 120-day stay in the
hospital is a provision of the new Blue
Cross hospital plan. Previously, Blue
Cross would pay for only 70 days in a

Rape Center to train volunteers
By Mary ZiteUo
Staff Reporter

and crafts. The books may be borrowed
for a 10-day period
A small job placement file will be
maintained by the center as well.
During its first year of operation, the
center's programs will revolve around
the theme "What Can A Woman Do?",
Dr Johnson said
A
weekly
brown
bag
luncheon lecture series is scheduled to
begin later this month, she said. The
"lunchtime conversations" are
developed around the center's central
theme.
"For each program wehave invited
one or two women from the area who
are engaged in non-traditional
occupations or entrepreneural
activities such as starting their own
business, or are involved in really
challenging volunteer work," Dr.
Johnson said.
"The women will speak informally
and answer questions on their
experiences, how they got into the
activity, requirements and obstacles
encountered," she explained
Dr Johnson said the lecture series is
designed to increase women's
awareness of the range of choices open
to her.

SHE said they are going to go to the
Wood County Hospital and ask
questions on what their procedure is
when a rape victim is admitted Some
of the questions she cited were:
—Are they required to report all
rapes?
—Must the police be present when
the victim is examined''
— Is the examination free?
—Can a friend be present''
— What, if any. medication is given
to the victim?
The spokesperson added that other
projects the center hopes to
accomplish are:
— informing
doctors
in
the

community that the Rape Crisis Center
does exist.
—putting the rape center's phone
number in the front panel of the
telephone book
—getting the town to sponsor selfdefense courses free or very
inexpensive.
-getting a woman counselor in the
University's counseling center.
"So many women are beginning to
realize what rape is." the
spokesperson stated. "Our goal is to
give advice to the woman who has been
raped and give her the confidence
she'll need to handle it on her own."

Residence rates rise
os inflation hits area
Rising housing costs will affect both
on- and off-campus residents here next
fall as the University and local
landlords feel the economic pinch of
inflation.
Campus housing was raised $20 per
quarter to allow for the increase in
minimum wages the University must
now pay its workers, as well as for the
rising cost of living, said Dr. Michiael
Ferrari, vice president of resource
planning
Out of that increase, $15 will go for
dormitory room rates and the
remaining $5 for board, said Dr
Ferrari.
Increased utilities and higher living
costs seem the major reasons for
increased rents off campus. Rates are
ranging from $5 $10 a month higher
than last fall.
Denny Knauss. manager of Cherry
Hill Village, said that his present

system of bookkeeping does not allow
for increasing costs of living A raise in
rent corrects this, he explained.
An increase in rent also allows for
furniture replacement and general
upkeep, said John Groth. manager of
Greenview Apartments.
Despite the raised rental rates,
housing is still filling up as quickly as
previous years
Units on campus are currently
overfull, with five persons to a room
wherever possible, according to Dr.
Ferrari. Cancellations should alleviate
this condition, he added
Managers of off-campus residences
said they have not noticed any drop in
the percentage of people renting for
next fall.
"The raise in rent does make a
difference to people, but they have to
live somewhere," explained Groth

hospital.
Blue Cross will cover the full cost of
maternity care, outpatient services,
and intensive care and coronary units,
among other services, Dr. Eakin said.
Single students who paid $3.32 per
month for Blue Cross coverage will
now pay $4.59. according to Dr. Eakin.
Family rates will go from $17.09 per
month to $22.85. he said
Blue Shield benefits, which provide
physicians' fees, also will be more
expensive this year. Dr. Eakin said. A
single student fee of $1.05 per month
will rise to $2.96 Family rates of $3 66
per month will jump to $962.
The new Blue Shield plan pays all
physicians' fees that are "usual,
customary,
and
reasonable."
according to Dr. Eakin.
The present plan pays up to $300 for
doctors' fees.
In addition, diagnostic X-rays and
medical services, technical surgical
assistance, and concurrent medical
care will be paid for in full through the
new plan.
Major Medical benefits provide
coverage for prolonged and serious
illnesses not covered by Blue Cross and
Blue Shield. The policy is $100
deductible, and provides for coverage
of up to $125,000 each year for two
years.
"This coverage is more current,"
said Dr.
Eakin.
"Our previous
coverage was not up to date."
Present coverage for single students
under Major Medical costs 32 cents per
month. Family rates are 85 cents per
month These rates will not change
under the new plan, Dr Eakin said.
Single students wishing to purchase
Blue Cross, Blue Shield, and Major
Medical benefits will be charged a
total of $7.87 per month under the new
plan. The total under the present plan
is $4 37
Families presently paying $30.75 per
month for full medical coverage will
pay $33 32 when the expanded plan
takes effect.
According to Dr. Eakin, there would
have been a total rise In costs of $1.00
for single students and $5 33 for
families even if the new plan was not
put into efelect
Dr. Eakin attributed these rises to
Inflation and the increased use of
medical benefits by students.
The expanded plan was adopted upon
the recommendation of the Student
Advisory Board, which was used "as a
sounding board for the new program,"
Dr. Eakin said
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offense to god, man
injures woman, too
Perhaps Iff time that Cleveland Mayor Ralph J. Perk did some
"perking up" of his own.
Perk announced Monday that he "would endorse a constitutional
amendment to prevent abortions" if he were elected to Congress. He said
that a woman "should not have control of ber body if abortion is involved
and that maybe in one in a million cases would an abortion be necessary
to save a mother's life."
Obviously Perk has never been pregnant and experienced the "joy" of
climbing up and down steps, bending over, having a child that will be
physically or mentally deformed, or having the child of a rapist.
He said be "tees abortion as an offense to God and 'man' "-denying
abortions would be just as much as an offense to a woman.
And just who does be think should have control of a woman's body? The
Congressmen? The doctor? The rapist?
He further states that "the injust taking of a life is a sin." It seems it
would be more of a sin to subject an unwanted infant to a home of hatred,
fighting and unhapplness.
But Perk also should realize that in giving a woman the freedom of
choice, it In turn gives the man freedom from an unexpected
responsibility. For he too is involved just as much as the woman.
After all, it's said "it takes two to tango"—or whatever.

article four shows
shame of congress
Anyone who has ever played or watched football would find it hard to
argue with the old cliche, "If you throw up enough passes, one of 'ems
bound to get Intercepted."
And so it is with the House Judiciary Committee's impeachment
inquiry as they have thrown into the public arena the articles of impeachment against President Nixon.
Finally, on Tuesday night, after three straight "completions," the
committee soundly batted down a fourth article by a convincing 26-12
margin.
Article four is an interesting example of the guilt complex Congress
itself must feel about wrongful deeds it has performed in the line of
"national security."
Number four accused President Nixon of waging a secret bombing war
in Cambodia.
Congress, after all, was responsible for the Gulf of Tonkin resolution
which got our boys a free, all-expense paid trip to Southeast Asia,
courtesy of Uncle Sam.
The legislative body's failure to repel the resolution and finally end our
involvment in the war Is a hard fact which many a Congressman who will
vote on those articles of impeachment has yet to live down.
Perhaps Rep. John R. F. Selberllng, (D-14), epitomized the attitude of
the "doves" who voted against impeachment for the secret bombing of
Cambodia when he spoke, "I'm not a hawk. But let us not use our impeachment powers to impeach this president for (an act) for which this
Congress bears a responsibility."

cklw supplies
social sickness
The fine line between news and sensationalism is a problem which is
continually confronting journalists in their work, particularly in the
handling of fatalities.
Reports of murders, suicide, massacres, and war deaths on either
radio or TV and in newspapers, are at times seen as presenting blood and
guts to extremes, making us a violent society.
But that "fine line" evolves into an enormous gap when it comes to
CKLW's daily diet of dramatic deaths. The Windsor radio station pulls no
punches in its presentation of the morbid.
Though it is understood that the "news" the station presents is bent on
appealing to 'a young audience, it is still difficult to hear that the death of
a young motorcyclist resulted in his body being "scraped from the
pavement."
It must be considered intolerable, however, when an announcer laughs
about a person's death while relating the "news," as one announcer did
while relating the death of "Mama" Cass Elliot.
This type of sensationalism goes above and beyond the call of duty in
the announcer's attempt to grab the listener's interest, and can only be
seen as a sick example of journalism at its worst.

Lerrers
identity crisis

First let us set the facts straight The
sign at Southside Six reads, "We are
checking I.D.'s All girls must have
two - good ones. Streakers - birthmarks accpeted."
Maybe a smile, maybe a smirk or
even a laugh Is all we were after with
our "bUntant sexist statement". To
the hundreds of truely liberated gals
and fellow men who have enjoyed and
who will continue to enjoy our sign thank you for doing just that
As for the twenty to thirty females
(actually the gender was up for grabs)
who have verbally and physically attacked our sign, we apoligize
We realise that our sign probably, for
the first time in your young lives,
affronts you with the fact that you
possibly are a woman.

After seeing and experiencing your
physical and mental make-ups, no one
should have to suffer the dire shock
that you chosen few undoubtedly had to
experience.
We apologize wholeheartedly for we
now realize that our Intention of
humor, after meeting you, couldn't be
farther from the realm of possibilities.
We, the part time crew of Southside,
didn't mean to be the guiding force responsible for administering a few ideals
of feminism to some of you doubters
I to some of you I'm sure we couldn't
be).
We want you all to know that if you
have any more doubts or questions
about the hidden assets of your
feminine mystiques - please see our
counseling service in the dimly lit.
romantic, well-stocked back room of
Southside and we will be glad to point

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns.
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 10*
University Hall.

a creature of our own
by NkMii Vaa Haflmaa
Upon the fall of tyrants, bad rulers
and vicious magistrates there is a
traditional dancing in the streets and a
joyful expectation that now, at last, a
solution to the community's worst
problems is at hand. Thus it was in
Lisbon last month and in Athens last
week.
When the Congressional mob seises
on Nixon, whom its members so much
resemble, and pulls him out of the
White House, will there be dancing in
the streets here also? Assuredly, they
will dance on WaU Street, but on the
other thoroughfares of America we
might serve ourselves better by
practicing some form of contrite
contemplation.
Not only did we elect the man. but
we reelected him and did the same for
the Congress, which with but a very
few exceptions approved his
appointment of a chain of knaves and
crooks to the highest offices.
More than that, we ourselves obeyed
and supported the man through foul
war and vile peace until even our
dedicated obtuseness cracked under
the weight of volumes of evidence.
So the question now Is not whether
Nixon is guilty but whether we are a
nation of docile slobs. Nixon is not the
creature of a Greek junta or a
Portuguese coup, but of our own
political culture.
THIS IS AN IDEA that John
Ehrlichman fumbled with when he
testified before the Ervln committee
and made sneering reference to the
indulgence and protection accorded to
the alcoholic, skirt-chasing, shambling
wrecks and incompetents among the
ranks of those accusing him.
His words evoked whispered titters
about certain Members of Congress
thought to be notoriously drunk and
abed in the performance of their
duties.
But no matter what form the abuse
of office takes, many of us, perhaps
most of us. have known what's going on
for a long time. How can any adult
American pretend to be shocked by
revelations about campaign
contributions? Where in Sam Hill did
we think that money was coming
from? From "the little people"?
How many people do you personally

know who have ever made a political
contribution unless it was to get a
paving contract? We knew, we've
known all along.
BUT WE DIDNT know better.
Americans were referring to
politicians as a bunch of crooks 75
years before Nixon, but we return
them to office and obey them, for our
part of the political culture is
obedience and a suspicion of any
serious criticism uttered outside the
barroom.
It is not too much of an exaggeration
to say that most of such serious
criticism about the way we run our
public affairs comes from halfmaddened, incoherent criminals—lateadolescent psychos like the
Symblonese Liberation Army or street
muggers from the ghetto.
The civil rights movement had to
violate the law before it was taken
seriously, as did the anti-war people.
The ordinary political processes had no
room to accommodate such questions

until the people raising them broke and
entered.
THE REST OF US support the state,
pay our taxes, allow the government to
assign us a serial number so it can
trace our every activity, and give such
loyalty that we feel vaguely guilty for
not voting for the same wretches we
privately are so contemptuous of. On
public occasions we even go through
the motions of praying for the
scoundrels.
How did we. who think of ourselves
as the most individualistic of people,
come to take such an acquiescent role
in our political culture?
Why are we so accepting?
Part of that answer may lie in our
schools, where the child first meets the
state
"POLITICAL
SOCIALIZATION
studies have found that children
learned in elementary school that good
citizenship meant obeying the law. In
other words, the children rejected an
active citizenship for one that was

passive and obedient, their attitudes
were like a woman I once beard who
suggested that all people should be
fingerprinted by the government. After
all, she stated, if you are good and obey
the law. it won't matter."
The quote is from Joel H. Spring in
The Twelve Year Sentence, Radical
Views of Compulsory Schooling'
(edited by William S. Rickenbacker,
Open Court Press, Chicago 1974)'
But speculation about what brought
us to cashier our President will
probably be brief and none too loud. He
will be dismissed as an aberration, an
evil piece of luck who was unmasked
precisely because of the health of our
political institutions.
On the day they snip his buttons off
and drum him out of the White House
gates onto Pennsylvania Avenue and
take away Ron Ziegler's parking
permit, there will be much
proclaiming that the system works,
and we shall dance in the streets. But
the real lesson will be learned by the
next Nixon, who will have figures out
how to finesse it.

BE RIGHT WITH YOU, LION—RIGHT THIS SICOND . . . AFTER I SORT OUT A FEW THINGS HERE!'

sga unmakes its own rules
The old axiom, "Rules are made to
be broken," is used by we human
beings as an excuse for committing
deeds which go against the grain of
long-established precedent and
tradition.
Members of the Student Government
Association (SGA) have wasted no
time in putting this bit of American
rationalization into effect by waiting
leu than a month to violate the
constitution they themselves created.
A News Investigation has discovered
that the persons on the SGA summer
Student Senate and summer Student
Arbitration Board (SAB) were
nominated three days past the
constitutionally-provided final date for
nominations to the vacant positions
Article ID, Section F of the SGA
Constitution deals with the
qualifications and duties of appointees
to summer Student Senate.
It reads in part:
"Before June 1, the President shall
nominate, for the majority approval of
the regular Senate, five persons to
serve as a Summer Quarter Student

out which courses in animal husbandry
you should take at Ohio State this fall.
Again ladies (?) - we apologise.
Steve Thompson
and the part time
men of Southside.
p.s. We are eager to read your
responses. In order to expedite the
handling of your comments, please
send them to:
County Land PU1
Tontogany Road
Bowling Green. Ohio 4)402

recovery doubtful
According to Campus Safety Director Dale Shaffer, "It is almost impossible to recover a stolen bicycle not
registered with the city."
Also according to him, only an
estimated 10% of stolen bicycles
(registered or not) are recovered.
(Both these statements are from the
BG News. July S. 1(74.)
Unhappily, the 10% seems very close
to chance. Perhaps Mr. Shaffer's first
statement should be revised to admit
that it is almost impossible to recover
ANY stolen bicycle.
Laura Caple
1515 E. Wooster No. 22
PS I'm sure the lucky 10% appreciate

Senate. He shall designate a
chairperson and a vice-chairperson."
Yet according to the SGA Student
Senate minutes of June 4, 1974. three
days after the June 1 deadline "Bugie
nominated Dennis Ferrell, Al Baily.
Jon Dorfmeyer. Denlse Dartt, and Sue
Lamb to serve on Summer Student
Senate for 1874. PASSED 7-(W).''
byMarkDoeoth
Maaaaiag Editor
SGA's delayed appointments means
that the summer legislative body was
illegally nominated and therefore
should be declared void. Additionally,
any actions, legislation, or
appropriations it has made are also
invalid.
In the case of the Student Arbitration
Board, not only were the nominations
late but also three vacancies still
remained after the selection process.
Referring again to the June 4
minutes.
Bugle nominated (Ken)
Leckler and Mr. John Ogden to

having their bicycles recovered. Unfortunately 1 do not share membership In
that group.

grow up, face life
I am sick and tired of the way the
young adults? in this city are acting.
What ever happened to honest lawabiding citizens.
The action that prompted this letter
was a loud crash in the parking lot next
door. It's one-thirty in the morning and
I wondered what it could be. Here it
was two young adults (?) placing a
shopping cart on top of one car and
pushing another car into that car heavens knows why - and then pealing
out of the parking lot with their lights
off. I have never In my life seen so
many dlsrectful. self-centered, lazy
people as I have seen In the past year.
They think nothing of damaging or
even stealing others property;
Littering anywhere they want; and
thinking their likes are shared by all.
There are too many different - and
yet the same - kinds of people in
Bowling Green to act this way. I wish
these young adults would grow up and
face life and accept the responsibility
that goes with it.
Donna R. Maikia
310 Napoleon Rd . D-3S
Bowling Green, O.

Summer Student Arbitaration Board
for 1974. PASSED 7-0."
But their consitution tells us,
"Before June 1. the President shall
nominate (after consultation with the
regular Chief Justice of Arbitration
Board;, for the majority approval of
the regular Student Senate, five
persons to serve as a Summer
Arbitratjn Board."
This AaTves SGA with a pair of
threes—three days late and three SAB
members short. A low pair doesn't win
in most poker games—in fact, even a
straight beats it. Had SGA played the
nominations straight, they wouldn't be
losing right now.
So bow is SGA losing? After all. the
organization was only three days
behind with some nominations for two
groups which probably haven't had
much to do during the dull summer
months, anyway.
Anyone who thinks in this vein is
missing the point.
It is a sad commentary when a
political organization that had ratified
its new constitution only three weeks
before (May 21) feels it can take a lax
attitude and break the rules it had
established for itself.
A constitution is the foundation of
any democratic government. When
abuses of it begin to take place, doubt
as to the governing body's concern for
its constituents begins to set in.
One can also question the efficiency
of SGA members in ignoring the June 1
deadline.
It brings to mind the fact that it
took one quarter, or one-third of the
current SGA administration's term, to

get a single student involved as the
coordinator of involvement, perhaps
the largest misnomer on campus.
Procrastination and indecislveness
are not virtues, but they seem to be the
trademark of the people currently in
office (what ever happened to the
spring concert in the stadium).
"Every year at this time the
university community is flooded with
promises of a new and better
government.
"We. the members of SBG. Students
for Better Government, are sick of the
empty rhetoric, the favoritism, and
general ineffectiveness of student
government as you are.''
So reads the first two paragraphs of
a Feb. 26. 1974 campaign ad placed in
the News by the Students for Better
Government (SBG) ticket for the then
upcoming student government
election.
Through diligent work and a well-run
campaign. 13 of the 14 SBG members
ascended to office in the then Student
Body Organization (SBO). which is the
present SGA.
I ran on a different ticket against
these people during the election, and
had a great deal of admiration for their
aggressive, "bring the campaign to the
people" style. They worked very hard
to make it, and 1 do not deny them their
reward.
Yet I hope our student leaders have
not become complacent enough to
stand back and take a lackadaisical
attitude toward their jobs, however
insignificant some of their actions may
seem to them
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"estoenrs protest Ohio traffic

Editor'! note: This is the
Kcood of ■ tkre« part series
OB Ohio's correctional
last Hot ions Part three will
appear next week.
By Marcia Shaaer
Editor
Marysville
Women's,
Reformatory looks more
like a boarding school than a
prison. It is a penal
institution without fences
and armed guards.
"Women keep themselves
here.'' said M. McDaniel,
secretary
to
the
superintendent. They know

whkh oro tabulate on a computer staring drivingrecords.

that if they have a runaway
on their record when they go
before the parole board, it is
not to their advantage.
"Each woman is her own
caretaker and safekeeper."
McDaniel said. "We don't
believe in fences or
weapons."
Segregation by crime,
race, age or length of
sentence is nonexistent at
Marysville. she said. "All
women are integrated into
our community in the same
manner."
McDaniel said that after
six months at "the farm" a
resident is eligible for honor

status which entitles her to
special privileges. "A
woman can work her way up
to top honor status—a level
at which she receives
maximum personal freedom
and increased privileges,"
she explained.
The 304 women at
Marysville are housed in six
cottages; each honor status
has its own cottage, she
said.
"The first six months a
woman is here, she is
assigned to food service
work," McDaniel said.
"After that, we try to assign
her to whatever work

station she prefers, although
this is not always possible."
Women
work
as
housekeepers, nurses aids,
and secretaries in
reformatory buildings as
well as in yard crews,
storerooms and the
commissary,
McDaniel
said
Women also work in
sewing rooms where
garments are made for
patients in state mental
hospitals and in the
cosmetology laboratory
where they work on other
residents as well as
employees

If a resident chooses not to
report to her work station.
McDaniel said she is not
forced. "We can't force her
to work, but we want to
motivate her to do her
share," she said
"Most residents go to
their work stations with no
trouble, but there is no
guarantee they will do the
job when they get there."
she added
Instead of working,
women may attend wsrhool.
McDaniel said They may
work toward a high school
diploma filling specific
requirements or they may

Marysville...not what you expect
HH f" HHH

'The women here are

*

fust like everybody else'
undertake mini-courses in a
variety of areas, she
explained.
Business office education
is also available to
Marysville residents.
Walter Nickels, assistant
principal and social studies
instructor, said the school
tries to "remain as flexible
as it can."
Nickels said most
residents are not at
Marysville long enough to
become interested in more
than a basic education. The
average resident's term is
15 months, he said.
McDaniel said that
"money matters are the

prime cause of a woman
being here." Offenses range
from credit card misuse to
armed robbery, she said.
"Money seems to be the
most common problem with
all people." she added.
McDaniel said she is very
comfortable in her work at
Marysville. "I am alert, and
aware, but I am not afraid,"
she said.
"The women here are just
like everybody else," she
said "When I look at these
women, I think of how many
people you meet everyday
on the outside who have also
-committed crimes, but just
haven't been caught "

Newsphofos by: Steven L Hanson

A Beauty Snap is operated by residents

V

everything Irem sunglass SI f shompeo is ovoltoble ot the csmmJs.ery.
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Solo artist emerges as latest trend in music
Review
ByDavUFaaaaray
Of the many trends in
popular music today, one of
the biggest is the popularity
of the male singer
songwriter. This stands in
marked contrast to tastes of

the past decade, when bands
seemed supreme.
One of the earliest to
make the switch from band
member to successful
soloist was Nell Young.
His approach has
encompassed the entire
musical spectrum from the

WWRW APTS.
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS.
CARPETED

ALL APPLIANCES. DISHWASHER
AIR CONDITIONED

LEASES START SEPT. 1st OR SEPT 15th
RENTS FROM 210 lo 270 PER MONTH

,

simplicity of one voice
accompanied by a single
piano to the most grandiose
of orchestrated productions.
In many ways, though, he
has not changed. His latest
release, ON THE BEACH
(Reprise R 2180), is a
collection of songs whose
basic tone differs little from
that of his material since the
first Springfield lp.
THESE SONGS ARE
marked by a singular sense
of melancholy and
depression.
While the obscure
Imagery and plaintiveness
of ON THE BEACH are

typical of Young's previous
work, this lp does have a
character of Its own.
Young's voice seems
harsher than ever.
The production Is
similarly raw, with the
simple guitar/bass/drums/
keyboard sound embellished
by few other instruments.
The down-home sloppiness
of buzzing guitar strings is
even preserved.
The first two songs bear
the closest resemblance to
what Young has done before.
"Walk On" has much of the
exuberance of "Cinnamon
Girl.'' "See the Sky About to

This record It neither
better nor worse than
Young's previous albums.
There has been no musical
progress, and the songs are
not as exciting or beautiful
as others be has recorded. It
la a compelling work,

ALTHOUGH DIVIDED
into three cuts, side two
flows as one piece of music.
The songs here all have the
same rambling, dreamlike
imagery that make so much
of Young's work intriguing,
yet frustrating. Amid the
barrage of seemingly
unrelated images, however,
Young continues the
introspection begun on side
one.
He sets up a conflict
between a longing for the
safety of the past and future
potentials. At times, this
conflict could become a bit
maudlin.

THE FAIREST DEAL IN BG.

BE THE WOMAN
YOU'VE ALWAYS
WANTED TO BE...
...with a short & sexy
hair style from

WHERE IN B.G.
CAN YOU BUY
A "GftD" PIPE
FOR '10.00?
only at

Tonight a) 8 p.m. in
the Grand Ballroom a
folk concert featuring
Spector Choir from
Chicago and Steve
Bittle will be held.
Admission is 75 cents.
Tickets can be bought
at the University ticket
office in the Union and
at the door. The event is
being sponsored by
Student Government
Association (SGA) and
the University Democratic Organization.

DORSEY'S DRUGS
(Behind Burger Chef)

PRESENT THIS AD FOR A FREE ASHTRAY

You Deserve It...So Does He!

IRS
[

L
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Review
By Drains Dana

Char Hi i.i 1. .1 Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tuei thru Sal. 7:30-1
Sundayi 7:30-7:00

Sometimes it is good to
view life's problems from a
humorous standpoint, to
laugh at our mistakes. Jean
Kerr does this with the
problems of a divorced
couple in her play, "Mary,
Mary," which opened
Tuesday night at the Huron
Playhouse.
"I married Mary because
she was so direct and
straightforward and said
just exactly what she meant.

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY
M||i

Young's increasing lyrical
directness
creates
considerable emotional
intensity. I do not
recommend this record for
manic depresslves or
anyone with suicidal
Inclinations.

30-50% SAVINGS

I6I6E Wooitii
In th« Stadium Plata

Funds aid students
A $25,000 grant has been awarded to the University by the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare to aid students
studying speech and bearing therapy.
The grant, which Is being directed by Dr. Melvin Hyman,
professor of speech, is a continuation of federal funding begun
in IM7 at the University, and will provide five graduate
assistantships in speech and hearing therapy.

Concert

Grants awarded
The University has been awarded two grants totalling $26,000
from the National Science Foundation (NSF).
The grants are the second largest amount of money awarded
by NSF to any Ohio college or university.
The largest portion of the funds, f 18,000, was awarded to Dr.
Edmund F. Pawlowicz, associate professor of geology, and will
be used to set up a rock deformation laboratory.
The other grant, for $7,800, was awarded to Dr. Paul F.
Endres, association professor of chemistry, to purchase a
mini-computer for use in the chemistry laboratories.
Both projects will be aimed primarily toward benefitting
undergraduate students.

On Our
Sidewalk Table
Special Selection Savings On

Needlepoint
Crewel
Lathook Kits

Why did I divorce her?
Because she was so direct
and straightforward and
said just exactly what she
meant."
These statements are
made by Bob McKelloway,
the husband in the play,
portrayed by Robert J.
Feltner. Feltner has great
potential as an actor. In his
later scenes fighting with
Mary, his ex-wife, or when
he had accidentally taken
too many sleeping pills, he is
very believable. However,
somehow Feltner seems

laughs through business and
enhances his character with
non verbal communication.

confined in this role. He is
very stiff in movements and
speech.
On the other hand, Pamela
Erb's portrayal of Mary is
very relaxed. She seemed to
have a superficial start, but
in Acts II and III. she really
warmed up to the audience.
Somehow Erb projected her
character's feelings from
within—I began to see a real
Mary on the stage.
Another exceptional
portrayal is that of Joe
Butler's Oscar Nelson. Joe
uses his talent of getting

Barbara Fulton as Tiffany
Richards,
the new
girlfriend, seems rather
bored with her part.
However. Tiffany is a rather
bored character and I found
myself believing Fulton
when she was on stage.
All in all it is an enjoyable
evening. The time flows
along as rapidly as the
play's movements.
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
8
M

A Tick tour Favorite"
Selection of
flavor baked pizzas
and garden fresh Salad
ALLYOUCANEAT
Monday thru Friday
1100 am
to 200 pm
PIZZA INN

Dr. DBase E. Tucker, director of broadcasting at the
University, will assist in selecting the most socially significant
nationally televised program broadcast during 1974.
Dr. Tucker's selection to the nominating committee of the
Emerson College-Edward L. Bernays Foundation Award was
announced last week.
The Emerson-Bernays Award Is designed to improve
television programming by honoring the positive achievemtns
of television.

'Mary, Mary' rapidly paced comedy

MONTY'S
BEAUTY SALON
131 W. Wooster
Call 352-2611

Program selection

though

mciuois uminis
CALL DELBERT 352-7671 evenings
or 1-246-621 7 (Collect) anytime

local briefs . . .

Rain" is a bow in toe
direction of AFTER THE
GOLDRUSH with Its heavy
piano melancholy.
Yet, these songs reveal a
greater tendency for
introspection than the
earlier songs. "Walk On"
carries a reference to "the
old days," a theme which is
the unifying thread
throughout the material.
Side one rounds out with
three songs that attempt at
social commentary. They
are good, often haunting, but
Young deals in such obscure
Imagery that one is left
more with vague feeling and
impressions than with a
grasp of what he has said.

16
17
18
1U
20
22
2,1
25
27
30

ACROSS
The Old Vic
Hits hard
Put fresh life
into
Boiled bread
dish
Ancient Greek
dialect
Moose horn
Chirp
Fine horse
Rone
Pivotal point
Suspicious:
Colloq.
Get money for
Writer of love

« 37 Made of cereal

38
39
40
41

m

42
44
46
46
47
49
61
66
67
69
60
61
62

stories

33
34
36
36

Tenor violins
Frisk
Hawaii Bymbol
Greater

Jrain
cy pinnacle
One: Fr.
Clearer
Gateway of a
Shinto temple
Brine
Stared
Parsonage
Party foods
Crystallize
Ancient
Peruvians

In

Banished
Heroic
Mine product
Lowest ship fare
Worried one
Places apart

1

1

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE

FRENCH KNOT
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DOWN
Pitfall
Present
Behold: Lat.
Wyoming Indian
Actor Bessell
Current musical
Unis
Ground breakers
Isle of
Queue service
Vote recorder
Lord Avon
Poet Teasdale
Chemical suffix
Marital
runaway
Greek letters
Part of a jug
Author Albert

4

3
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47

50 On this tide:
Prefix
52 Gem
53 Buster Brown's
dog
54 Poems
56 Before
58 Defendants: Lat.

40 Sylvan piper
41 Outdo
43 Mud hole for
animals
44 Attend closely
46 Italian poet
47 Flies
48 Departure

28 Unaccompanied
29 Give a certain
contour
80 Estimator
31 Ghostly
32 Unyielding
34 Tip
37 Alien
38 Rooters
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
The Students International Meditation Society will present a
lecture by Teresa Bush entitled "The development of creative
intelligence through the practice of Transcendental
Meditation" Wednesday, August 7 at 4 and 8 p.m. In 114
{education.
Informal worship services, 8 p.m. every Sunday evening at
United Christian Fellowship. 313Thurstln.
The BGSU Karate Club will meet Monday and Wednesday
from j to 8 p.m. in 101 Hayes.
HELP WANTED
CEDAR POINT
Like a different kind of job
for the rest of the summer
and have fun at the tame
time? CEDAR POINT has a
few openings for ride hosts
and hostesses, tales
cashiers and refreshment
hosts and hostesses. Mutt be
able to work through Sept.
IS. Benefits include ride and
beach privileges, dances,
movies, etc. Housing
available. Write or call
Cedar Point, Inc., Personnel
Office, Sandusky, Ohio
44870. Phone 419-614-O830
Students preferred—part
time maintenance work.
Call Knickerbocker Building

Services Inc. 352-5315.
Need eighteen senior level
or grad students to "roleplay" as Interviewees for a
Management Center
seminar. Will be reimbursed
for services. Tues.. Sept. 10
or Thur. Sept. 11 9 a.m. —
12 noon both days Will be
interviewed by potential
employers. Call 872-1807, 8
am —5 p.m.
8EK VICES OFFERED
Tandem Rentals available
at D.J.'t 851-8157.
Babysitting. Close lo
campus. 352-7789
Need to talk? Decisions'
Call us at EMPA for
pregnancy aid, 3M-61S6 M

11-1,TWR6:30-9:30;'F3-6.
The But Station Carry Out.
500 Lehman. Open 8:45 a.m.
-10:30p.m.
Get acquainted with natural
foods at D.J.'s., 115 W.
Merry.
Abortion
Information
Service. Clinic very close to
area. 1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by licensed
certified gynecologist
Immediate arrangements
will be made with no hassle
Call collect. 14 hour service.
218-831-1557.
WANTED
P. rmmt needed to share
apt. end of Sept. Appx. 7 mi.
from B.G. 3SX376 after 5.
PERSONALS
SUMMER: WHAT A
DRAG! Not really-if you'd
Uke a personal challenge
and money for September.
Call 352-5378 9-12 a.m.
FORSALE
Must sacrifice one pair
tickets Stratford Festival
Aug. 80, SI. Sept. 1. For
information re motel

reservations and further
details for a delightful
weekend, phone Portage 6864601 anytime after 5:00 p.m.
Pair Bose 501 speakers. Call
372-2301 and leave message
for Mike Dison
^^
69 VW good condition. 8700
Call after 5 00 352-7049

FOR RENT
Still looking for a place to
live this summer and fall? If
to, stop out to CHERRRY
HILL VILLAGE and see
why we have the beat
apartments in town. FALL
leases
available
"cablevision available" 1
bedroom
furnished
apartments. 853 Napoleon
Rd. Suite 5 For info call 352
6148. Hours 9-11. L 1-5 Mot.
thruFri.
•
1 bdrm. apt., furnished, all
utilities paid except elect.
1165 mo.. open Sept. 1.
i%ot»3M<«m
1 bdrm. ant S1S0 month.
Includes utilities Fireplace.
Call collect 1-1

/
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Former faculty member reminisces
about good old days' of University

•

ky Ckack Steckam

A love of family heritage,
three cits and the way
things used to be describe
Laura E. Helton, 80.
professor emeritus of the
home
economics
department.
Heston.
greatgranddaughter of Toledo's
first woman school teacher,
taught at the University
from 1917 1864 She left at
age 70 because of a state law
requiring mandatory
retirement at that age.
She received a bachelor of
science degree from Ohio
State
University's

|,

K
good times

iH?;

Police use recorders
Bowling Green city police
cars are carrying a new
time saving device—tape
recorders
These recorders are being
used to tape all detailed
information obtained during
an officer's tour of duty,
ridding the officers of the
time-consuming task of
writing reports, and
allowing them maximum
time in the field.
At the end of the tour of
duty, the officer simply
detaches the tape cartridge
and gives it to the records
and
communication
personnel, who transcribe it
to the offical reports.

lowra I. Hasten, M |iia aM home acenamwa pi aft am emeriht
good old days" whan students "hod an awful good timct" in spit* of strict University
ro!•». (Ne wtphoto by Slavsn L Honion)

Grant leads to student research center
The University has
received a three-year
research grant to aid
undergraduate education at
the University. The total
amount will approach
1500.000
The grant, from the U.S.
Office of Education's Fund

for the Improvement of Post
Secondary Education, has
led to the creation of the
Center for Competencybased
Undergraduate
Education (CUE) at the
University.
Dr Gary A. Woditsch will
direct the Center, which will

Correction
Last week's News
listed Campus Safety
bureaus and personnel
as "a police bureau,
consisting
of a
lieutenant.
three
sergeants, and 15
dispatchers, and two
safety directors: and a
parking
bureau,
consisting
of a
supervisor, two clerks.
three police officers,
and two maintenance
DMB."
It should read "a
police
bureau,
consisting
of a
lieutenant.
three
sergeants, 15 officers.

and four dispatchers; a
fire safety bureau,
consisting of a
supervisor and two fire
safety inspectors; and a
parking
bureau,
consisting of a
supervisor, two clerks,
three parking officers,
and two maintenance
men.
The article also said
Campus Safety employs
34 full-time and eight
part-time students. It
should read that it has
34 full-time employees
and eight students as
part-time employees.

SUMMER CLEARANCE

NOW

40%-50% OFF
The Powder Puff

"In essence it will be
possible to tailor a student's
education to fit his own
particular background." Dr.
Woditsch said. "Because of
different competency levels,
some students could finish
all their work in three years
while for others it might
take four or five."

be primarily research
oriented.
Making the announcement
at last month's Board of
Trustees
meeting.
University President Hollis
A. Moore Jr. said the grant
would help continue the
University's efforts to
improve undergraduate
education.
The CUE Center, which
will be financed by a $158,160
grant for its first (1974-7$)
year, will direct its research
efforts towards two general
areas.
The first will be
attempting to identify the
level of skill development of
entering students.
"With students coming to
the University from schools
which vary greatly in their
programs and their
requirements, it is natural
that some will be frurther
advanced in putting to good
use what they've already
learned.'' Dr. Woditsch said
"Why should those
students have to take
required courses when they
already have the skills the
courses were meant to
develop?" he asked.
The second research area,
which Dr. Woditsch admits
will be more difficult, is
establishing some criteria
which can be used as a basis
for determining whether a
student has acquired the
necessary skills to be
considered competent in
particular areas

juried at the University.
Moseley Hall held
elementary school classes
Construction of Hanna
Hall had stopped until World
War I ended, she said

department of agriculture
and a masters degree from
the division of biological
science at the University of
Chicago.
Heston said she was the
only faculty member of the
home
economics
department in 1817. earning
$1250 per year.
"I did two people's work
for the price of one." she
said
She was head of the home
economics faculty until a
few years before her
retirement.
Heston said only
University Hall and Moseley
Hall existed when she

Utilization of these tapes
resulted
f.om
an
assessment of duties and
responsibilities of command
officers done by Police Chief
Colburn Schall
He found that the
command officers were
needed during business
hours due to the volume of
paper work.
With the new recording
system, a lieutenant and
sergeant are assigned to
each shift in addition to the
regular duty personnel
This system is the first in
a series of endeavors by the
police department designed
to intensify police service to
the community.

THE CITY OF Bowling
Green back in 1917 was a
"typical Saturday night
town." Heston said.
"Everybody went into two
on Saturday night," she
said. "The streets were
covered with country
people."
"I remember the parade
downtown on Court Street
when the Armistice was
signed." Heston said.
"There was a farm out by
the fraternity houses." she
added
Heston said most students
"in the old days" were from
rural areas. "They were
there and that was it. It was
a suitcase college." she
said.
In regards to strict
University curfews and
rules in 1917, Heston said
students "had an awful good
time in spite of it."
Heston said she was the
first woman faculty
member to have an
apartment and the first
woman to own a car.
"I WENT IN WITH a Tbone steak under my arm
and paid cash for the car,"
she mused
Heston is credited with

starting the University's
first nursery school. "We
had one of the finest nursery
schools in the state," she
said.
Heston was the initiator of
the University's first
professional group, the
Home Economics Club. She
helped create the Home
Economics honorary
fraternity. Phi Upsilon
Omicron. the dietetics
program and the vocational
home economics sequence.
She was also the
originator of a course in
child development.
Heston has seen many
technological advances in
the field of home economics
and said. "I'm pleased to
death that everything has
happened, but it kind of
scares me when I see how
fast everything goes."
She has lived in Ottawa
Hills the past 10 years and
visits the University
frequently. She remains
active on the University's
Dietetic
Advisory
Committee.
HESTON SAID she gets
satisfaction
through
correspondence with past
students. "The contact with
students is the most
gratifying thing there Is,"
she said
"I'm very proud to think I
helped those girls get
started, "sheadded

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

525 Ridge St.

10A.M.-5P.M.
MON.-SAT.
$

CINEMA I
AT BOWLING r.REEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

MIDNIGHT MOVIE!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS

*

MONDAY

r
Tnr
«
"COME ro

3 TEE SHIRT NIGHT
Happy Hour Prices All Night
For Anyone Wearing A
Brathaus Tee Shirt

HAPPY HOURS"

11c /%/■,! IDT CT
L1D V/UUK
' 5''

ALL SEATS $2.00 • Tickets on sale 11:45

•••••••••••••••••••••••l

STAMPING GROUND

GREENVIEW APTS.

zL isanello s
203 N. Main
Bowling Green, Ohio

w. Uia F,.ih D.u(h

Outdoor Swimming Pool - Basketball Nets
Sauna Bath - Game Room
Laundry Room Fall Rates

Fast FREE Delivery

Leases Start Sept. 15, 1974

IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

12 month

9 month
1 Bedroom turn.
2 Bedroom furn
Efficiencies Furnished

Phone 1352-5166
S P.M. - - 1 A.M. Daily — 2 A.M. Fri. * Sat.

$165 00 month
$197.OO-'month
$142 00 month

$155 00 month
$187 00 month
Unfurnished $122.00 month

SIZES
Di am afar - 10 Inch

HOLLAND FESTIVAL OF MUSK featuring FINE FLOYD ud SANTANA
kits AL STEWWT CANNED HEAT T. REX JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
ITS A BEALTIFIIL DAY COUNTRY JOE DR. JOHN HOCK-THE BVRDS
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Cheese
Each Item Add
Extra Cheese
Deluxe*

$1.55
.30
.25
$255

11 Inch

14 luck

IS loch

$1.90
.40
.30
$3.25

$2.45
.50
.35
$4.25

$3.50
.65
.45
$5.70

• Dahlia - latlaalai Papparoni, Samafa, Ml»hia«i>», Gram tappacl and Oman.
■TIMS:

tapparaal
H.m
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Ora.n

Sah 0rm« ,» la al
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P.pp..,
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Maahowni

01...i

loilL, PEPSI --7 UP -

•

•

Anchavia.
D«

PIPPH

Of. Scat"

All Utilities Paid (except phone)

One of the Best Deals in B.G.
Call -Mon.-Fri. 12:00-6:00
Sat. 12:00-4:00

352-1195
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Ride 'em, Rope 'em cowboys

Shoeless cowboyi race on
horseback to one side of an
arena, scramble through a
well-heeled pile for their
boots and spur their horses
to be the first one back.
This and other events
were part of a rodeo held
Sunday in Grand Kaplds.
Ohio.
The rodeo concluded four
days of dealing at the 30th
Annual Horse Traders
Convention, according to
.KG. Bowers, third owner of
the Grand Rapids Horse
Auction.
Bowers' wife said between
700 and 800 people gathered
to watch horsemen compete
in six contest events and five
rodM events
Contest events feature
people riding their own
horses in competition, while
rodeo events have cowboys

riding horses supplied by a
horse
contractor.
Ms.
Bowers laid.
The contest events were
the barrel race, down and
back, rescue race, ride and
lead, flag race and boot
race
Rodeo events included bull
riding,
saddle bronc,
bareback bronc and streer
rustling, with about 12
cowboys riding in each
category.she said.
Bowers said children
10-12 were the youngest
participants and a man close
to 60 was the oldest to
compete.
Many local persons were
involved with the convention
this year, but riders and
trader! also came from
Indiana,
Kentucky and
Michigan. Mrs
Bowers
said.

Your best entertainment by

"BRISCO"

n.wiphofoi by joe qllck

SOUTH SIDE SIX

THE REDWOOD

737 S. MAIN

CHINESE & AMERICAN FOOD

at the
HOME OF THE

Gigolo

"MAI TAI"

NO COVER

SPECIAL

Thursday,

MON. THRU SAT.

Friday and
Saturday Night

160 N. MAIN ST.

10 P.M. - 1 A.M.

Sidewalk Sale
Aug. 1-2-3

$1.59
Platters of piua. Salad bar, too. Help yourself to all you
can eat. Bambinos to 6 years, just 85t Every Wednesday
night from 5 to 9P.M. Enjoy.

'10.00
SPECIAL WOMEN SHOES

$

9.00

W0MENS SPECIAL BARGAIN SANDALS
$

5.00

Pizza inn niki's bootem
UHE.Woaatar
In H\« Stadium Plata
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Cold Beer
Wine
Champagne

THCV GO
ToecTHca.

A McDonald s Hamburger, tries and an icy cold (&£&& They lasle great together
Come to think of it they taste pretty good apart too"""""

A^

1050 S. MAIN
1470 E. WOOSTER

MEN'S SPECIAL GROUP

WEDNESDAY
FAMILY NIGHT
BUFFET SPECIAL

Corner of Napoleon & Main

STADIUM
PLAZA
CENTER

